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The Preschooler's Busy Book contains 365 activities (one for every day of the year) for three- to
six-year-olds using things found around the home. or learning how to develop carrots, beets or
lovely potatoes by putting cuttings into waterCelebrate holidays and other occasions with
special tasks and activities for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanza, Easter and PassoverKeep kids
occupied on car excursions by playing "I Observe A-B-C" or reciting "thirty days Hath
September" It shows parents, baby-sitters, and daycare providers how to:Cut costs by making
your personal paints, play dough, craft clays, glue, paste and other suppliesPrevent boredom
during even the longest stretches of rainy or cold weather with suggestions for indoor play like
newspaper golf, magnet magic, the listening game, reddish light/green light, and hand
puppetsHelp children learn to possess fun in your kitchen making fruit kebabs, popsicles,
homemade peanut butter, a happy-face sandwich, alphabet cookies, pet pancakes, finger Jell-O,
popcorn ball creatures, and the best chocolate chip cookies in the complete worldTeach your
son or daughter practical abilities like setting the table, putting away the silverware, sorting
socks, sewing practice, and carpentry (hammering golf tees into Styrofoam, with a gadget
hammer)Introduce your child to numbers and counting with activities like "One-Two, Buckle My
Shoe," telling period, coin and stamp collecting, sorting a mixed-up deck of cards by amounts
and learning how to find today's day on a calendarPrepare your son or daughter for reading by
focusing on an alphabet puzzle, producing alphabet cookies, producing an alphabet book, and
connecting the dots in alphabetical purchase to create a pictureGet your child started with music
and rhythm by producing a pie-plate tambourine, keeping the rhythm to a music on the radio
with homemade rhythm blocks or shakers, or make music with musical glasses (filled with
different amounts of water)Get your child moving with dances like "Hokey Pokey," "Skip to My
Lou," "Ring Around the Rosie," and "London Bridge"Encourage your son or daughter to enjoy
quiet pursuits like reading wordless picture books, focusing on puzzles, and viewing
clouds--and then drawing themIntroduce children to nature with a variety of outdoor adventures
from character walks and picnics to backyard camping, bird feeding, mud painting and making
waxed leavesStart children growing points by planting apple seeds, avocado seeds or garlic
cloves;
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If Your Kid is Bored, You Need This This review is for Preschooler's Busy Book: 365 Creative
Games & Actions to Occupy 3-6 Year OldsMy son is four therefore he doesn't go to school yet.
My husband and I both work from home. He is with us all day long. He will not even head to
daycare. He gets bored. We made a decision to start a preschool curriculum with him in the
home to maintain him occupied and fill up his mind with knowledge. I lay out on Amazon
searching for materials to help me flourish in my fresh quest. I've even used ideas/activities with
my very own grandchildren. Not as good as the additional books I've, but still the right stuff in
here! They love the actions!I LOVE THIS BOOK." I love busy therefore i took a chance. You don't
have to end up being "teaching" or anything actually, for that matter. In case you are a parent,
daycare provider, anything, this is a great reference book on keeping children busy. These
suggestions are easy and fun to do--and the writer gives readers where to search for additional
options.We was really disappointed in this publication. I think it is comes in handy and very
useful when preparation my scheduled actions in the classroom. Five Stars bueno AWESOME!
But mainly because I scanned over fifty percent of the games and activities contained in the
book, I realized that a lot of of these I read are extremely "messy" or simply plain dull. If you love
to cook together with your child, this would be considered a great publication for you. Just
expect to lay just a little groundwork. Flour painting? My two are 3 and 5 A lot of guidelines. My
two are 3 and 5. They DO need to keep energetic and creative--and I am not a creative person. I
really like it and I'm sure you will too. Mediocre and disappointing I bought this because my
daughter-in-law and We are scrambling to occupy your brain and energies of my 3-year-old
grandson. The majority of the activities mentioned were issues you could go to Focus on and
get like water coloring. A lot of guidelines. Really? keep producing these Good job!! Not Like
Description I purchased this publication to find more actions related to my toddler. Pleased I
didn't pay out a whole lot for it. Helpful Great suggestions to keep a preschooler occupied. It is
mostly cooking receipes.When I came across this book, I wasn't sure. But this said "Busy Book.
Wealth of tips but many need prep My son enjoyed a few of the activities in the toddler book, so
I got this one too and had about the same reaction. Overall I love this book series, it's got a
whole lot of great tips. None of the activites they list are difficult to do, but there aren't a lot of
"spur of the moment" ideas. The best thing to do is certainly to learn the entire book, pick out
3-5 actions you think your child(ren) would like, and put the materials for those actions in a set
place, like a box or a bin. When the kids get uninterested in those activities, get back to the
publication and start over. There's a lot of good ideas in here to keep kids busy, but a lot of them
need prep time. If you actually want actions instead of cooking, keep shopping... I love this book
for my toddler. Finger paints are a whole great deal easier to clean up! keep making these, they
are definitely wonderful, inspire and motivate and give suggestions -- I am an expat surviving in
Haiti with my toddler, and was worried that would be have each one of these activities that
people wouldn't have the ability to do, but no, the writer makes it very easy and accessible. Four
Stars Many great ideas for helping preschool-age children develop different skills. And the very
best part: no screen period required! Book came promptly. Good job! I've done a few activities
with my child. It makes for great quality/ bonding period. Doing the activities keeps you and
your toddlers innovative juices flowing. Ideal for boredom. this is a fantastic book to increase
your collection If you work with preschoolers or with your own children at home, that is a
fantastic publication to increase your collection! Simple and easy to work with. I was extremely
disappointed. I already had a every week curriculum publication in my cart and some other
worksheet type books. Fun book Fun book.
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